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Objectives:

1. Guide you through completing Tutorial Exercise 1 Worksheet

2. Show you how to conduct library research and literature searches:
a. Using academic databases

b. Using keywords/search terms

c. Using search operators and symbols

3. How to create a citation or bibliographic reference.
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Library Assignment and Worksheet 
(Tutorial 1 Exercise)
Objectives of the exercise:

….. While a simple web search may produce lots of results that seem relevant to 

your paper topic, given the nature of the Internet, the quality of many of these 
sources may be questionable. Academic sources are peer-reviewed. This means that 
they must withstand scholarly critique and are therefore much more likely to be 
accurate than websites returned through a general search. That said, while you must 
use scholarly sources when writing academic papers, you can also use other sources 
as we will learn about in the lecture the librarians give today. The trick is to learn to 
discern good sources from bad (or at least not so good). 
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While Google Scholar is an easy go-to database, it has limitations (as do all 
databases). Given this, good academic research often means gathering sources 
from several academic databases to ensure that your scholarship thoroughly covers 
the pertinent material. As such, this assignment is designed to help you begin 
navigating NUS’s extensive library system.
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Look at these Section 1 and 4 to start

SECTION 1 – Research Topic and Search Terms:

• This section requires that you pick a hypothetical research topic and 
brainstorm search terms that will help you find books and scholarly 
articles relevant to it. Picking good search terms is very important to 
finding useful sources.
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SECTION 4 – Bibliography:

You have hopefully found several sources relevant to your research topic. This section 
requires that you create a preliminary bibliography using the Chicago (author-date) 
format. Your bibliography should include:

• At least 5 sources.

• At least 2 of the 5 sources must be books.

• Only articles that you have full access to (you can download the pdf of the entire text 
of the article).

• Only books that you can check out.

Underneath each bibliographic reference, write 1 – 2 sentences evaluating the source, 
being sure to reflect on relevance and authority. (See the tutorial lecture and Chapter 4 
in the textbook for more information on evaluating sources).
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https://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/tools_citationguide/citation-guide-2.html


Keep these in mind …

• A hypothetical topic.

• Search terms/keywords.

• Select at least 5 academic sources:

• At least 2 must be books

• The rest are journal articles or any research paper

• Full-text of all sources must be accessible either via NUS Libraries or 
public domain.
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Let’s start with Section 1

SECTION 1 – Research Topic and Search Terms:

This section requires that you pick a hypothetical research topic and 
brainstorm search terms that will help you find books and scholarly 
articles relevant to it. Picking good search terms is very important to 
finding useful sources.
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How does story-telling create a sense of place 
and community identity? 

Basically I am interested in:
What meanings people associate with place and how do they use 
this sense of place to describe, interpret, defend or change their 
world?



B. Search terms (must include your research topic & 5 others relevant 
to your main topic): 
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How does story-telling create a sense of place and community 
identity? 

1. Story-telling 5. Narratives

2. Sense of place 6. Place attachment

3. Identity

4. Community 

Search terms 
shall be known as 
KEYWORDS in 
this library 
session. 



Jump ahead to start with this section first:

SECTION 3 – Database Search and Journal Articles
III. Google Scholar
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SECTION 3 – Database Search and Journal Articles

III. Google Scholar:

A. Initial search terms: 

1. 

2. 
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Look at the keywords of the research topic
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1. Story-telling 5. Narratives

2. Sense of place 6. Place attachment

3. Identity

4. Community 

Select 2 
keywords for 
the purpose of 
searching



SECTION 3 – Database Search and Journal Articles

III. Google Scholar:

A. Initial search terms: 

1. Story-telling

2. Sense of place
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Look at the keywords of the research topic
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1. Story-telling 5. Narratives

2. Sense of place 6. Place attachment

3. Identity

4. Community 
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Are all the results 
relevant to your 
research topic?

Research topic:

How does story-telling 
create a sense of place 
and community identity? 
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No! Why?

Look at the keywords in 
the search box.
Do you think they 
describe the research 
topic?

Research topic:

How does story-telling create a 
sense of place and community 
identity? 



Add all relevant keywords describing research 
topic
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1. Story-telling 5. Narratives

2. Sense of place 6. Place attachment

3. Identity

4. Community 
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Pause: What you ask is what you get

1. The fewer keywords you search with the more results.  

2. The more keywords, the fewer and more relevant results.

3. Always consider what you are searching for or the question you 
want to ask. 

4. Keywords represent the question you want to ask. 

Less is more!
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B. Did your initial search return useful sources? If no, list what was 
wrong with them? Write your answer below:

C. Keep searching until you find at least one article, one in which you 
have access to the full text. What search terms were most helpful? 
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Based on the previous 2 
searches, can you answer 
this question?

How do you get the full-text of 
articles at Google Scholar?



Getting full-text at Google Scholar
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These are links into 
NUS Libraries 
collection to retrieve 
the full-text
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What if you have to pay?
Has NUS Libraries bought the 
license?
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Ensure you install the library proxy bookmarklet

https://libguides.nus.edu.sg/findfulltext/findit
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https://libguides.nus.edu.sg/findfulltext/findit


Pause: Why did I start with Google Scholar?

1. Google Scholar is HUGE. It has lots of stuff.

2. By starting with Google Scholar, I am checking to see if there are 
enough written on my topic.

3. I am checking the “feasibility” of my topic. 

4. What are the implications to your research if there aren’t many 
articles and research papers?
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Now, that I know I have enough to write on … 
(Google Scholar showed the “feasibility” of my topic)
Let’s go back to …

SECTION 2 – NUS Library Catalogue and Books
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SECTION 2 – NUS Library Catalogue and Books: 

A. Initial search terms: 

1. Story-telling

2. Sense of place
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How to access the NUS Libraries Catalogue?
How to search for books?



How to access NUS Libraries portal

1. Go to https://lib.nus.edu.sg.

2. Add the search terms/keywords in the search box.
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https://lib.nus.edu.sg/


30

This is a mix of 
books and journal 
articles.

How do you limit 
to only books?

Click on the orange 
box to get to the 
filter for books
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3. Browse the many books retrieved. 

4. In the first page, how many books are relevant to the research topic?
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SECTION 2 – NUS Library Catalogue and Books: 

B. Did they return useful sources? If no, list what was wrong with them. 
Write your answer below:
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Recall what I did at Google Scholar.
What did I do to get more relevant results?
I added more keywords!
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1. Story-telling 5. Narratives

2. Sense of place 6. Place attachment

3. Identity

4. Community 
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Only 5 books!



Pause: How do I get more relevant results?

1. Remember: Less is more!

2. Search with fewer keywords but not too few so that relevance is still 
maintained.

3. If you have too many keywords:

TIP: Remove irrelevant keywords.
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TIP: Remove irrelevant keywords

Story-telling sense of place identity community narratives place 
attachment
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But these are all relevant!
Remove repeated keywords or synonyms

Story-telling sense of place identity community narratives

place attachment



TIP: Remove irrelevant keywords
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Story-telling sense of place identity community narratives

place attachment

I would choose story-telling
because narratives may just be stories and not 
necessarily story telling.



TIP: Remove irrelevant keywords
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Story-telling sense of place identity community narratives

place attachment

I would choose place attachment 
because it is more specific and describes what I am 
looking more accurately. 
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What?!
7 only!
What next?



TIP: Can I change the keywords? 

Story-telling identity community place attachment
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What keywords could be changed?
What are synonyms could I add?

1. Story-telling 5. Narratives

2. Sense of place 6. Place attachment

3. Identity

4. Community 



TIP: Can I change the keywords? 

Story-telling identity community place attachment
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Keywords Synonyms

Story-telling Narratives/Storytelling

Sense of place Place attachment/Rootedness/landscape/Place

Identity Identify/Identification

Community Neighbourhood/Communities

What synonyms could I add?



TIP: Do multiple searches with different 
combination of keywords
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The difference 
between 
story-telling 
and 
storytelling is 
obvious 



TIP: Do multiple searches with different 
combination of keywords
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TIP: Do multiple searches with different 
combination of keywords
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place ➔ landscape community ➔ communities

How do you know what keywords to change or replace?



Pause: Read purposefully

1. When retrieving relevant articles or books, don’t just read to 
comprehend.

2. Read with a purpose. The purpose being:

a. Pick up keywords which spark interest or curiosity

b. Question what you read – “interact” with the author.

3. New keywords and questions may lead to reframing of the research 
question.
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Example of reading purposefully
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What does 
this mean?

Hey, could I reframe 
my research topic to 
focus on 
implementing policy 
changes?Perhaps focus on Singapore’s infrastructure 

change?



Example of reading purposefully
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What is unique about “stories of place”?
Can I use this instead of “sense of place”?

Are tangible cultural assets 
about physical places or spaces 
only?

There is a protocol?
Great, what steps and guidelines 
do we follow?



Pause: Why should we search and read books? 
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Books give an 
overview of a 
topic. 

Get a general 
understanding 
first.



Pause: Why should we search and read books? 
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Books give a 
broad sweep of 
the topic



Let’s move on to academic databases

SECTION 3 – Database Search and Journal Articles:

I. Scopus: 

II. Geobase: 
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How to access Scopus

1. Go to NUS Libraries portal: https://lib.nus.edu.sg

2. Click on Databases.
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https://lib.nus.edu.sg/
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Refer to the list of keywords
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Keywords Synonyms

Story-telling Narratives/Storytelling

Sense of place Place attachment/Rootedness/landscape/place

Identity Identify/Identification

Community Neighbourhood/Communities

Could I combine all these keywords and NOT have to search 
multiple times?



Combine keywords to do 1 single search which is 
relevant and comprehensive
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Deconstructing the search

(story-telling OR storytelling OR narrative* OR stories)

AND (“sense of place" OR "place attachment" OR place)

AND identi*

AND (communit* OR neighbourhood*)
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Deconstructing the search

(story-telling OR storytelling OR narrative* OR stories)

AND (“sense of place" OR "place attachment" OR place)

AND identi*

AND (communit* OR neighbourhood*)
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Each set of keywords and 
synonyms describing 1 
concept is placed in 1 search 
box (or row)



Deconstructing the search

(story-telling OR storytelling OR narrative* OR stories)

AND (“sense of place" OR "place attachment" OR place)

AND identi*

AND (communit* OR neighbourhood*)
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What does * truncation symbol do?

(story-telling OR storytelling OR narrative* OR stories)

AND (“sense of place" OR "place attachment" OR place)

AND identi*

AND (communit* OR neighbourhood*)
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What does * truncation symbol do?

(story-telling OR storytelling OR narrative* OR stories)

AND (“sense of place" OR "place attachment" OR place)

AND identi*

AND (communit* OR neighbourhood*)
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Identi* retrieves articles with the following keywords:
Identity
Identities
Identify
Identified
Identifies
…etc



What does * truncation symbol do?

(story-telling OR storytelling OR narrative* OR stories)

AND (“sense of place" OR "place attachment" OR place)

AND identi*

AND (communit* OR neighbourhood*)
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Identi* retrieves articles with the following keywords:
Identity
Identities
Identify
Identified
Identifies
…etc

* tells Scopus to retrieve 
article with the root: 
Identi

Results will have the 
variation in spelling but 
with similar meaning.

So Scopus is retrieving lots 
of records!



What does * truncation symbol do?

(story-telling OR storytelling OR narrative* OR stories)

AND (“sense of place" OR "place attachment" OR place)

AND identi*

AND (communit* OR neighbourhood*)
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communit* retrieves:
community
communities
…etc

Truncation is a 
powerful 
search symbol.

Beware where 
you place the * 
because you 
may retrieve 
false hits

neighbourhood* retrieves:
neighbourhood
neighbourhoods
…etc



What does * truncation symbol do?

(story-telling OR storytelling OR narrative* OR stories)

AND (“sense of place" OR "place attachment" OR place)

AND identi*

AND (communit* OR neighbourhood*)
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comm* retrieves:
community
communities
communicate
communist
commercial
…etc

Placing the * to a shorten root term 
may retrieve variations of the word 
with diverse meanings

Too many results which are irrelevant



What does the OR do?
(story-telling OR storytelling OR narrative* OR stories)

AND (“sense of place" OR "place attachment" OR place)

AND identi*

AND (communit* OR neighbourhood*)
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Scopus retrieves any article which has EITHER:
Story-telling
OR
Storytelling
OR
narrative
OR 
narratives
OR 
stories

Scopus has the option of retrieving 
alternative keywords.

Any one of these keywords will be 
retrieved.

The more options or synonyms – the 
more results



What does the OR do?
(story-telling OR storytelling OR narrative* OR stories)

AND (“sense of place" OR "place attachment" OR place)

AND identi*

AND (communit* OR neighbourhood*)
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Scopus retrieves any article which has EITHER:
Story-telling
OR
Storytelling
OR
narrative
OR 
narratives
OR 
stories

This is because * was used 



What does the OR do?

(story-telling OR storytelling OR narrative* OR stories)

AND (“sense of place" OR "place attachment" OR place)

AND identi*

AND (communit* OR neighbourhood*)
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Scopus retrieves any article which has EITHER:
Story-telling
OR
Storytelling
OR
Narrative
OR 
narratives
OR 
stories

Why was stories used and not 
stor* to retrieve story or stories?

stor* retrieves
Story
Stories
Store
Storey
Storage
Storms
..etc



What does the OR do?

(story-telling OR storytelling OR narrative* OR stories)

AND (“sense of place" OR "place attachment" OR place)

AND identi*

AND (communit* OR neighbourhood*)
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stor* retrieves
Story
Stories
Store
Storey
Storage
Storms
..etc

I want only story or stories.

How should my search be?

(….. OR story OR stories)



What does double quotes “…” do?
(story-telling OR storytelling OR narrative* OR stories)

AND ("sense of place" OR "place attachment" OR place)

AND identi*

AND (communit* OR neighbourhood*)
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“sense of place” retrieves only this phrase. 
Keywords will be in this order. 

Excludes:
… the place brought a sense of peace …
… the sense of comfort grew stronger in that place…
… our senses were put in place by …

“…” forces the 
search to only 
retrieve that 
specific phrase.

So it is a very 
precise.
Results are fewer 
but highly relevant.  



What does double quotes “…” do?
(story-telling OR storytelling OR narrative* OR stories)

AND ("sense of place" OR "place attachment" OR place)

AND identi*

AND (communit* OR neighbourhood*)
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“place attachment” retrieves only this phrase. 
Keywords will be in this order. 

Excludes:
… placing an attachment to …. 
… she was very attached to the place …
… attaching memories to the place …

“…” is usually used for 
commonly used words 
which have become an 
accepted term or 
concept. 

Without forcing the 
keywords to be placed in 
a phrase search, many 
irrelevant articles would 
be retrieved. 



So we covered Scopus, let’s move on Geobase

SECTION 3 – Database Search and Journal Articles:

I. Scopus: 

II. Geobase: 
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How to access Geobase

1. Go to NUS Libraries portal: https://lib.nus.edu.sg

2. Click on Databases.
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https://lib.nus.edu.sg/
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Geobase allows 
similar search 
operators as Scopus



Geobase is a specialized database for 
Geography
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Geobase offers keyword 
suggestions.
These are helpful to do more 
searches.



How to get full-text from Scopus and Geobase
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Many more academic databases…

• Proquest – great for social sciences, humanities, arts topics

• GreenFile – a specialized database for Environmental Studies

More academic databases in these Resource Guides:

• Geography - https://libguides.nus.edu.sg/geography

• Environmental Studies - https://libguides.nus.edu.sg/envstudies

• Environmental Management - https://libguides.nus.edu.sg/environment

• Statistics - https://libguides.nus.edu.sg/stats

• Market research - https://libguides.nus.edu.sg/c.php?g=145559&p=954989
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https://libguides.nus.edu.sg/geography
https://libguides.nus.edu.sg/envstudies
https://libguides.nus.edu.sg/environment
https://libguides.nus.edu.sg/stats
https://libguides.nus.edu.sg/c.php?g=145559&p=954989


Let’s move on the last few sections

SECTION 4 – Bibliography:

A. List 5 peer-reviewed sources in Chicago format, including 1 – 2 
sentences evaluating each source, below:
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How to get a citation using tools and software

80

Some cite tools are for 
downloading the record for a 
reference management 
software such as EndNote.



Guide on how to use reference management 
software 
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https://libguides.nus.edu.sg/refmgt

https://libguides.nus.edu.sg/refmgt


Zoterobib (https://zbib.org/)
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Finally, the last section …

SECTION 5 – Reflections:

A. Describe challenges and new information learned from this 
assignment below: 
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SECTION 5 – Reflections:

A. Describe challenges and new information learned from this 
assignment below: 
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Here are some questions to consider when reflecting:

1. Why can’t we stick to using Google Scholar? It contains peer-
reviewed journals too. 

2. Why are academic databases necessary in any academic research? 
3. What is the most challenging task in searching for academic sources?
4. What is the most practical thing you learnt which you could apply?
5. What is the most difficult thing you learnt which you still want to try?
6. Why do we need to do library research?



Thank you!

For further help, email: kahwei@nus.edu.sg
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